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NEW QUESTION: 1
An object instance with utilities for working with strings is
exposed via the global variable $controller.StringUtils . Which
of the following are the property in Utility for working with
strings?
Choose:
A. Content(text(string)
B. Less(text(string))
C. Replace(text(string), oldValue(string), newValue(string))
D. IndexOfString(text(string), pattern(string))
E. LeftSubString(text(string), length(integer))
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your customer is implementing a new installation of SAP
S/4HANA.
Which of the following technical components must be installed?
A. SAP S/4HANA, embedded Business Warehouse.
B. SAP NetWeaver Application Server.
C. SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA.
D. SAP Business Planning and Consolidation for SAP S/4HANA.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An IBM Security QRadar SIEM V7.2.8 Administrator needs to
retain authentication failure data to a specific domain, for a
longer period than the rest of the event data being collected.
How is this task completed?
A. The administrator will need to create a custom report with
the appropriate parameters and use the report format TAR (Tape
archive).
B. The administrator will need to create a new Event Retention
Bucket with the appropriate filters and retention period.
C. The administrator will need to create a custom filter in the
log activity tab with the appropriate parameters and retention
period.
D. The administrator will need to create a custom rule with the
appropriate filters and retention period.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
In current versions of QRadar you can set custom retention
buckets for Events and Flows. The 10 non-default retention
buckets are processed sequentially from top to bottom. Any
events that do not match the retention buckets are
automatically placed in the default retention bucket, located
at the bottom of the list. Custom retention buckets allow the
ability to add a time period and filters. If you enable a
retention bucket with a defined criteria it will start deleting
data from the time is was created. Any data that matches the
custom retention bucket before it was created is subject to the
criteria of the default retention bucket setting. If you need
to delete data from before the Custom retention bucket was
created you can shorten the default retention bucket so data is
deleted immediately.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements about file uploading to OSS
strategy is not correct?
A. All file uploading method provided by Alibaba Cloud OSS
service will support resuming from break point.
B. If you are uploading some small files (&lt;1m), you can

choose using put method to be able finish uploading in one http
request.
C. If you are using OSS to store some log files which are
continuously being updated, you better choose streaming method
to be able to append to one existing object instead of
overwriting.
D. If you need to upload very large file you better use
multi-part uploading to get the capability of resuming from
break point.
Answer: C
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